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During natural catastrophes,
knowledge management and
communication are vital to
reducing damage and saving
lives. However, the challenges of
communicating are numerous,
including the infrastructural
damages such disasters produce.
This policy brief looks into
emerging forms of digital
communication and asks what
it enables and disables in postdisaster scenarios. What role can
digital communication play in
relief work after natural disasters,
such as the Nepal earthquake in
2015, and what are its limitations?
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Brief Points

information is increasingly
• Digital
important in humanitarian disaster
response, and includes macro
techniques such as data gathering
and analyses, as well as local usage of
digital networks and applications.

distribution of digital
• Effective
information relies on digital means

of communication such as internet,
mobile phones etc.

are several limitations to
• There
such communication, including

infrastructural damages caused by
natural disasters, inequality of digital
reach, potential misrepresentation
of affected communities and the
drawbacks of governing disasters
from afar.
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Digital Communication in Disasters
During a natural disaster and its aftermath,
individuals, institutions and organisations face
numerous challenges of communication. In
recent years, the potential of digital communication, social media and the usage of Big Data in
emergency information gathering has become
central to several international action plans for
disaster management.
The potential impact of digital communication
was seen in the responses to recent natural
disasters and became more prominent after the
Haiti earthquake in 2010, where digital communication and social media platforms played
important functions in the emergency and postdisaster relief work. Community initiatives with
local usage of digital communication is seen as
particularly important in early stages of disaster
relief, identifying information needs regarding
food, shelter (people might be afraid to return
to their homes), medical assistance, family
reunification (how to contact family members),
and how to deal with bodies of deceased persons
and animals.1
Whereas digital communication has become vital for humanitarian response to disasters, there
are also numerous challenges and cautions that
have to be considered with regards to the usage
of digital means for humanitarian assistance.
In this policy brief, the micro and macro levels
of digital humanitarianism are investigated,
looking at the impacts of digital communication
in the aftermath of the 2015 Nepal earthquake.
In particular, this brief looks at how knowledge
is produced through digital means, what kind of
knowledge is produced, and what or who might
be left out in new forms of digital communication and knowledge management in natural
disasters.
Communication in Natural Disasters
Knowledge management and dissemination in
an emergency situation has to be flexible and
take into account numerous factors such as
lack of in-depth and contextual information on
the emergent situation and its ramifications, as
well as time constraints. Whereas the impact
of hurricanes might be predicted through
early warning, earthquakes happen all of a
sudden, leaving no possibility for immediate
preparedness. Yates and Paquette (2011) identify
several challenges with regards to knowledge
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management and communication in disaster
settings:
and communication systems
• Information
can become degraded or unavailable.
availability might be scarce, or
• Knowledge
less than in normal conditions.
making has to be fast, within time
• Decision
constraints. There is a need for improvisation and flexibility in responding to a
disaster.

•
• Resources are constrained.

The tasks that have to be dealt with may be
emergent.
2

Compared to other crises and emergencies
(such as man-made attacks, or conflicts leading
to humanitarian disasters), the challenges and
communication needs in natural disasters
in particular depend on what kinds of communication networks are operable. Oftentimes,
commonly used means of communication,
such as mobile phones or internet messaging
might be temporarily out of order. This can
weaken the possibility for central authorities to
communicate with affected populations.
Digital humanitarianism responds to the need
of humanitarian actors and organisations to
produce knowledge on situational contexts that
are often distant, chaotic and conflictual. On a
local level, digital communication through networked community responses gives information
that might not reach those that need it through
the official channels of the authorities. At the
same time, they enable local actors to (re)present
their situation and needs.
Macro and Micro Levels of
Communication
On an international and national level, ‘digital
humanitarianism’ has emerged as a new
practice and technology in disaster relief, in
particular for improving response and recovery
efforts. Digital humanitarianism can be understood as “the enacting of social and institutional
networks, technologies, and practices that
enable large, unrestricted numbers of remote
and on-the-ground individuals to collaborate
on humanitarian management through digital
technologies”.3

Digital solutions to humanitarian crises form
new ways of knowing that can be used for
operationalising relief response. Through
coordinated efforts of gathering, sharing
and disseminating crucial information, such
practices produce overviews and systematic
knowledge on disaster situations, and also
help cluster information found on the net – for
example from social media sites – to produce
vital knowledge for policy makers. Such digital
solutions therefore support existing structures
of knowledge sharing and communication.
Digital humanitarianism can be done from a
distance, but it also involves the tools humanitarians apply on the ground. Here, local organisations and affected populations contribute to
the relief work through digital technology.
How Is Digital Knowledge Produced?
In particular, techniques of mapping,
crowdsourcing information and monitoring of
social media have increasingly been utilised
in disaster response.5 Amongst these, crisis
mapping has emerged as a widely used means
of tracing digital maps of disaster-stricken sites
to “classify, verify, and plot on maps Big Data
produced by disaster-affected people”.6
Digital solutions to disasters might become
co-created through international digital usage
and local responses, as seen in the usage of
SMS technologies in the immediate aftermath

Nepal Earthquake 2015

•

In April 2015, Nepal was hit by a 7.8
magnitude shallow earthquake that is
estimated to have killed 9,000 people,
injured 21,000 and destroyed half a
million households.4

•

In Nepal, several initiatives to
operationalise digital humanitarianism
emerged after the earthquake. Among
these were the site Humanity Road and
Facebook pages such as that of Code for
Nepal.

•

International digital networks also
contributed to data on Nepal,
including networks such as the CDAC
network, Humanitarian Response and
Humanitarian Data Exchange.
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that digital communication is carried out in
tandem with conscious considerations of how
one can communicate with (not only about)
affected communities.
The kind of knowledge that is produced in digital solutions to disaster relief has implications
for the ways in which such relief is carried out.
Digital responses to humanitarian needs enable
knowledge to be produced in numeric or coded
form, thus giving a sense of overview in chaotic
situations. Such practices have for example also
included techniques of biometric identification
for registration in aid programmes and usage of
cash transfer systems. This has raised questions
about the kinds of knowledge on individuals
that is being collected in disaster settings. For
example, in non-emergency situations, the
same practice can be considered as invasion of
privacy.11
Relief work in Patan, Kathmandu after the 2015 earthquake. Photo: Laxmi Prasad Ngakhusi/UNDP
Nepal/CC BY-NC-ND @ Flickr.
of the Haiti earthquake in 2010, which further
gave rise to an internationally applied Trilogy
Emergency Response Application (TERA).7 Both
in Nepal and Haiti, digital solutions to humanitarian relief were further supported by platforms
such as Crisis Mappers, Crowd mapping (such
as Ushadidhi) and Open Street Map (such as the
Humanitarian Open Street Map team).
Such emerging digital solutions also offer
new perspectives and visualities, through
technologies and practices such as data analysis
techniques.
What Is Communicated, and What Is
Left Out?
In the immediate aftermath of natural disasters,
the main people in need of information and
lines of communication are the affected communities. Yet, numerous studies find that local
communities are left without vital information
regarding the situation, shelter, food and safety,
both in the immediate aftermath, and in the
longer run.8 In a recent study of the earthquake
in Nepal,9 it was found that despite a surge in
digital communication, local communities –
especially in more remote parts of the country
– were left without key information regarding
immediate and long-term needs.
Digital solutions can offer an alternative
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means of communicating disasters to support
humanitarian relief, but it is also important to
take into consideration the limits and pitfalls of
such tools. As digital humanitarianism relies
on online access, there is the obvious dilemma
with regards to what can, and what cannot,
be represented and communicated. During
disasters, problems such as lack of online access
due to destruction of infrastructure is the most
obvious example. But questions of access and
representation also include such issues as who
has digital access in the first place – for example,
excluding rural communities and marginalised,
poor populations.

There is a combined practice of creating
knowledge on disaster situations with mapping
affected populations based on digital data, maps
and Digital Humanitarianism, therefore also
creating “new ways of knowing and acting upon
distant disaster-affected populations”.12 Digital
humanitarianism relies on certain (epistemological) foundations that simultaneously include
and exclude certain world views and ways of
being (Burns 2014). Burns speaks of knowledge

The usage of digital tools such as maps and
crowdsourcing to understand a (post-)disaster
context produces opportunities to operationalise
relief from a distance. It produces a certain
form of disaster relief that is based on a macro
gaze and local mobilisation. Oftentimes, those
operating digital networks sit in faraway places
detached from the actual context in which a
disaster has occurred. With the impression that
everything becomes more accessible and visible,
what are the consequences then for those who
are not included in this ‘digital gaze’?
On a local level, natural disasters such as earthquakes and hurricanes often disproportionately
affect rural areas,10 thus adding to complications
in digital communication. It is thus important

Daily life in Patan, Kathmandu, November 2017.
Photo: Elida K. U. Jacobsen.
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production and the politics that evolve along processes of inclusion, categorisation, accuracy, and
visibility. In short, making visible also implies a
simultaneous production of invisibility.
Digital responses to disasters provide important
tools and knowledge that help humanitarian
organisations and communities to understand
the context in which relief work takes place. Yet,
how and what kind of knowledge is produced,
what kinds of visibilities are fostered, what realities and representations are excluded, and which
communities and needs these digital solutions
serve to help, remain important considerations
in the usage of digital communication of
disasters.
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